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Preface
The development of information technology creates national and global
challenges and new opportunities. It is a development that challenges many
traditional ideas and has resulted in new forms of interaction between people.
These changes also make society more vulnerable, entailing huge challenges for
security.
The Swedish Defence Commission notes in its 2013 report, Choices in a
globalised world (Ds 2013:33), that the vulnerabilities arising in today's global
IT system are, and for the foreseeable future will continue to be, one of our
most complex issues. The Swedish Defence Commission emphasises in its 2014
report The Defence of Sweden (Ds 2014:20) that there is a continuing need to
evaluate possibilities for further strengthening the robustness of IT in society
and to analyse the need for developing cyber capabilities. In the report
submitted by the Swedish National Audit Office (RiR 2014:23) the picture of
the challenges facing society becomes even clearer.
This increasingly unpredictable and complex development emphasises the need
for an operational and comprehensive analysis of international developments.
The Swedish Armed Forces, the National Defence Radio Establishment, the
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency and the Swedish National Bureau of
Investigation have jointly produced this trend report as a foundation for
supporting further information security work, much needed in all parts of
society. We hope that it will offer a rewarding reading experience and useful
support to everyone working with information and cyber-security in Sweden.
Stockholm, 10/01/2015

Mattias Hanson, Head of Security Division, Military Intelligence and
Security Service, Swedish Armed Forces
Tuve Johansson, Head of IT Crime Investigation Section, National
Operations Department, Swedish Police Authority
Charlotte Lindgren, Director of Cyber Division at the Swedish National
Defence Radio Establishment
Richard Oehme, Director of Office of Information Assurance and
Cybersecurity, Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency
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Summary
The report addresses seven trend areas. Within each of these, three main items
have been identified and are delineated below. Taken together, the items give
an overall picture of the situation in the information security field.

1. Strategic decisions on information security are always taken in a
context where security is weighed against other values. The
following bullet points are important for decision-makers to reflect
on:
o In the future, information security will increasingly be
considered a matter of protecting society and its prosperity as
a whole, rather than just a matter of technology.
o It is becoming an increasingly important challenge to shape
practices and laws so that good information security becomes
an advantage rather than a disadvantage in the global
competition.
o The development of software and services places high
demands on both procurement skills and security awareness
with the procuring party in order to achieve a sufficient level
of security.
2. IT services in modern enterprises are often complex and distributed,
both physically and organisationally. This has consequences for
security:
o As data from organisations pass through many different
jurisdictions and technical systems, risks become more
difficult to assess and cross-dependencies become harder to
see.
o Compliance with, for instance, the requirements of the
Personal Data Act will place increasingly high demands on
the procurement skills of the public sector.
o It is becoming increasingly common to use continuous
monitoring and responsive measures rather than preventive
protection.
3. More information about ourselves and our technical solutions
become available to the public. Three key factors for understanding
the consequences of this are the following:
o Questions of privacy become all the more relevant when
greater amounts and more types of data become available in
modern society.
o The increased sharing of information means increased
uncertainty about who owns data.
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o Rapid technological development makes statutes and
regulations on the electronic exchange of information
between government agencies obsolete, making both
desirable systems integration and the protection of privacy
more difficult.
4. In recent years, the geopolitical dimension of information security
has grown. A few key observations are the following:
o Information operations where internet-based propaganda is
combined with diplomacy, lies, media gambits and
traditional military activities have become commonplace in
armed conflicts.
o Cyber espionage and cyber sabotage are part of the "security
policy toolbox" in an increasing number of countries.
o Increased opportunities for free and uncontrollable
communication via the internet has resulted in backlashes in
many states, with attempts to isolate their national networks
from the internet.
5. In modern society, virtually all crime has an IT connection. The
following items summarise trends in this area:
o Today's IT-related organised crime generally has financial
incentives, and an internet-based criminal service sector,
crime-as-a-service, has emerged in recent years.
o The interaction between traditional and electronic crime is
increasing and is becoming increasingly complex.
o Today's crime places new demands on the judicial system,
not least in terms of interaction with foreign police forces
and private sector.
6. There is a constant race between attackers and defenders. A few
trends well worth drawing attention to are the following:
o Software that identifies vulnerabilities and simple and
inexpensive technical tools for attacks have lowered the
threshold and put tools in the hands of more attackers. At the
same time, the most advanced attack tools are still hard
currency, reserved for a select few.
o Despite technical vulnerabilities, the weakest link is often the
human in the system, who can be fooled into downloading
malware or disclosing sensitive information.
o Even though more and more organisations introduce
regulations for information security, the step from
regulations to real security is a long one.
7. As society becomes ever more dependent on technical systems, these
must be robust. Important aspects of this are the following:
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o In modern society, the consequences of information systems
outages are becoming greater and more difficult to grasp.
o Risk management and continuity planning are becoming
increasingly important in order to achieve robust information
systems, as is proper understanding of the increasingly
complex dependence of business operations on IT.
o The market for cyber insurance is in its infancy, but will
grow in the future.
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1. Introduction
This trend report has been drawn up to provide an easily accessible overall
picture of the situation in the information and cyber security field, and to give
an overall assessment of conditions that are particularly urgent for decisionmakers in society. The assessment is mainly based on developments in 2013
and 2014.
Participating bodies in the production of the trend report were the Swedish
Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB), The National Defence Radio Establishment
(FRA), the Police and the Swedish Armed Forces, together with support from
the Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI). The contents of the trend report
have been compiled based on the knowledge and the continuous analyses of
each participant.
The report covers national and international trends. In this report, trends refer
to stable, long-term changes in the information security field that are assessed
to affect society in some way and which have been identified by the
participating government agencies. In some cases trend extrapolations are
presented, but since the area is relatively new there is often a shortage of
statistical indicators with long time series, making it difficult to predict future
developments.
The report has a broad approach and covers many kinds of threats and risks.
Depending on the context, the attackers who are mentioned range from very
competent state actors with large and specialised resources, through organised
crime, where attack tools are bought and sold on black markets, to less
qualified "hacktivists" or even dissatisfied teenagers who do not really
understand the consequences of their actions. In addition, the report discusses
threats and risks which are not the results of attacks, but rather result from
mistakes and inadequate risk management in organisations.
The trends presented in the report have been identified in collaboration with
representatives from the participating government agencies. The information
has then been supplemented using other sources, such as media coverage,
scientific literature, a selection of interviews and official publications. The text
has been edited in several iterations and representatives from the participating
agencies have been asked to submit comments and feedback.
The report contains a large number of references to allow further reading for
those interested. Many of the sources are scientific publications which have
undergone peer review. The methodology discussions in these are invaluable
when assessing the results reported. These resources are also of interest since it
is of great importance to systematically develop sources such as statistics on
information security.
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The report addresses seven trend areas. Their order does not reflect priorities:
the report does not take a position on whether some of the challenges, threats
or risks are larger than others. Each chapter begins with three main bullet
points which summarise the most important messages.
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2. Information security - a
trade-off with other values
•

•

•

In the future, information security will increasingly be considered a
matter of protecting society and its prosperity as a whole, rather than
just a matter of technology.
It is becoming an increasingly important challenge to shape practices
and laws so that good information security becomes an advantage
rather than a disadvantage in the global competition.
The development of software and services places high demands on
both procurement skills and security awareness with the procuring
party in order to achieve a sufficient level of security.

Information technology has changed modern society and has become an
indispensable part of it. We now work, pay bills, amuse ourselves and socialise
using computers and the internet in a way that was difficult to imagine ten or
fifteen years ago. Organisations such as the EU and the OECD (Organization
for Economic Co-operation and Development) agree that the new digital
economy will play an increasingly important role for future growth and
prosperity [1], [2]. Such a development certainly puts increased demands on
security - but also makes the meaning of security more complex. Information
security is no longer just a special interest for those interested in technology.
Decision-makers will increasingly have to deal with conflicting goals, where
information security is weighed against other values and where there are no
easy solutions. A leitmotif in this chapter is that issues of governance are
complex and require both involvement and strategic decisions at the highest
level.

2.1 Information security to protect society
and its prosperity
The OECD decided in December 2013 to revise its guidelines on information
security, which had not been changed since 2002 [2]. In this decade-long
perspective, long-term trends become clear: IT drives innovations, economic
and social development, but it is also an infrastructure that is critical for the
functioning of modern society. Threats also change constantly. This has caused
a large number of countries, though not Sweden yet, to adopt national
strategies for cyber security and related issues. The most important change in
the revised OECD guidelines is the shift of security emphasis from the
protection of the digital environment to the protection of economic and social
activities which rely on it. Security issues are no longer considered to be only
about keeping networks free from viruses or keeping secrets secret; they are
vital for society to function, for the competitiveness of the economy and for the
very basis of our prosperity.
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The Cybersecurity Strategy for the European Union [1] was adopted in 2013. At
the same time, work on the Network and Information Security (NIS) directive
was initiated, as part of the effort to ensure a high common level of NIS across
the union. . The proposed directive requires all Member States to ensure that
they have a minimum level of national capability, as well as some capability for
international cooperation. The directive will affect public administration and
companies within specific critical sectors. As the directive passed the European
Parliament, significant amendment proposals were made. The European
Commission is now pushing to reach a decision on the Directive as soon as
possible.

2.2 The legislator's challenges
The fact that security issues are increasingly about protecting prosperity makes
for challenges. Legislation that aims to strengthen security also risks reducing
competition and productivity in the economy. In particular, small and mediumsized companies can suffer disproportionately from security rules [3]. Large
companies can even turn to legislators with proposals on tough security
requirements in order to undermine smaller competitors with less resources. At
the same time, smart regulations, such as the EU harmonisation of standards
for electronics, simplify the situation for companies and increase trade [4].
Since neither the legislator nor the innovators can know how technology will be
used in the future, poorly designed laws can be an obstacle to innovation and
growth.
Research has shown that the large effects on growth rarely occur where they are
expected – for example, the IBM PC was intended for spreadsheets only, when
it was being developed [5]. It is becoming increasingly important to shape
practices and laws so that good information security becomes an advantage
rather than a disadvantage in the global competition [6].

2.3 Requirements on procurement skills and
security awareness
When developing software, security is rarely put first . The focus is on
functionality: that the IT service does what it is supposed to do. Security is a
non-functional quality, and these are often added afterwards, successfully or
not.
"Agile methods" have become increasingly common in software development in
recent years. These methods are intended to avoid just following a specification
established in the beginning, and to work instead with shorter lead times , early
deliveries and continuous adaptation of the software to the needs of the
customer. This poses new challenges for security [7]:

•
•

Dynamic process changes hinder process security audits
New solutions and design changes make it difficult to ensure
security over time.
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•
•

A one-sided focus on functional requirements result in neglected
non-functional security requirements .
A lack of traceability and missing security expert roles in project
teams, etc.

While there are also plenty of suggestions on how security can be integrated
into agile software development [8], [9], [10], there is still no major empirical
study that can answer how security is affected by agile development.
How should security be ensured in future software development? To a large
extent, the solution probably lies in increasing the knowledge and awareness of
security issues on the purchaser side. Agile methods are often more effective at
delivering the software that the customer wants. This means that the customer
has a responsibility to demand security. This must now take place throughout
the entire development process, regardless of whether it is agile or not. It is not
enough to include security in the initial specifications. Close cooperation
between system developers and information security experts will probably just
become even more important to achieve a good level of security.
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3. The complexity of modern IT
services
•

•

•

As data from organisations pass through many different
jurisdictions and technical systems, risks become more difficult
to assess and cross-dependencies become harder to see.
Compliance with, for instance, the requirements of the Personal
Data Act will place increasingly high demands on the
procurement skills of the public sector.
It is becoming increasingly common to use continuous
monitoring and responsive measures rather than preventive
protection.

IT continues to become more centralised. Whereas ten years ago, every
business had its own system for salaries, warehousing and sales, today such
functions are increasingly being outsourced to external suppliers. Sometimes it
is just storage and computing capacity that is hired, but increasingly the
software itself is also rented, as in software-as-a-service or cloud services. The
driving force is the desire on the procuring side to reduce fixed costs - it is far
cheaper if one hundred companies share a data centre than if each has its own
solution. It is this economic potential which has caused the National Audit
Office to criticise government agencies for not examining the question of cost
savings and efficiencies through outsourcing, due to strong internal IT
departments with low efficiency requirements [11]. Economies of scale make it
likely that cloud services are here to stay. The market also becomes
progressively more mature, with more and more players and competition
between them, which drives the quality of service forward. Outsourcing,
however, also puts large demands on the procurer to avoid unwanted risks.
In particular for small players, the transition to externally procured IT can
mean that both intrusion protection and operational reliability increase,
because the organisation thus gets access to expertise and better technology.
This is often the case with private individuals, who put more and more data "in
the cloud" and less on home computers without any backup. It is unlikely that a
small business owner who sets up his own e-mail service will have better
reliability than one of the major advertising-financed "free" services on the
internet - although he does keep his own data and does not have his e-mail
scanned for advertising purposes. What is best depends on the circumstances.
However, you never get more than what you demand and pay for, whether from
an outsourced system or one operated in-house.
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3.1 Outsourcing can lead to less predictable
risks
At the same time, the development towards increased outsourcing inevitably
leads to more and more eggs being put in one basket, and the consequences of
attacks as well as accidental downtime become more difficult to assess. A
customer in a cloud, for example, may have access problems if another
customer's activity suddenly grows very quickly. Another possibility is that a
Denial-of-service attack (DoS) on one client affects all the others by crashing
the entire platform. A related risk is that illegal activities of a single customer
affect all other users if a police investigation suddenly forces the cloud provider
to close down. A sophisticated attacker could even pose as a customer in a
cloud for exactly this purpose, or use their purchasing power to negotiate terms
that in some way are detrimental to other customers [12].
This whole range of simple and sophisticated threats and risks must be taken
into account in a risk analysis before operations are outsourced to subcontractors or data is stored in cloud services. In addition, the risk of service
provider ownership changes must be factored in, particularly in the context of
safeguarding the confidentiality of sensitive information.
The number of possible attack scenarios should not lead us to underestimating
the risk of downtime, regardless of whether it is a consequence of an attack or
not. The Tieto crash at the end of 2011 is an excellent example of how
centralised operations under unfortunate circumstances suddenly can lead to
unexpected and unpredictable problems for large and seemingly unrelated
parts of society [13]. The complexity of the cloud environment, as well as the
fact that nobody has an overview of the dependencies that have arisen, make
risk analyses very challenging.
Cloud services illustrate the fact that responsibility is increasingly being spread
over a number of organisations, despite the fact that good security requires
clarity and cooperation. Security cannot be outsourced; even though the
perceived security of a cloud solution may be high, it does not replace the
procuring organisation's responsibility or the need for in-house security. A
scientific study points out a number of important issues related to dispersed
responsibility [14]: Among the most important problems is the difficulty to
audit cloud services, coordinating parties and building a common and effective
security culture across organisational boundaries. It may also be difficult to
localize data, as well as carrying out preventive work and forensic
investigations.
Standardized technology and contracts, as well as better follow-up of
agreements, are part of the solution to these problems. However, research
shows that it may be difficult to act rationally when signing a contract
concerning, for instance, availability [15]. Security cannot be completely
delegated. Consumers, companies and organisations will probably be central
players in this work, and the standards thus developed will possibly become
incorporated into legislation only later [16]. The ability to manage security
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across organisational and operational boundaries is becoming increasingly
important.

3.2 Procurement skills in the public sector
Even though cloud services are here to stay, growth in the use of such services
by Swedish municipalities is expected to fall after a number of cases of dubious
handling of personal data. The Swedish Data Protection Authority has
repeatedly criticised the use of cloud services where agreements have not
ensured compliance with the Personal Data Act.
In July 2014 the Administrative Court in Stockholm ruled in favour of the Data
Protection Authority in a case where a municipality had appealed because the
agreement had allowed the provider too much freedom to process personal
data for their own purposes and the municipality was not sufficiently informed
about which sub-contractors the provider had employed [17]. The public sector
is torn between different requirements, where information systems are
expected to be efficient and save money, offer citizens better service and at the
same time be secure. At the same time, the coordinated public sector
framework agreements drive the development towards consolidated IT services
hosted by a small number of players, since the agreements prescribe that all
public outsourcing must go to the players who have won the framework
agreements.
In the Swedish Legal, Financial and Administrative Services Agency's
framework agreement for IT services, aspects of information security are
included. The agreement is really more of a template; in fact, the contracting
parties can choose what to include in their final agreement. In 2014, the
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency investigated whether and how different
parties used the Legal, Financial and Administrative Services Agency's
framework agreement. The investigation showed that agreements signed often
lacked relevant requirements on information security. On many occasions, the
parties had chosen to ignore the possibilities to set requirements. The
requirements that were included in agreements concerned singular aspects
rather than systematic, risk analysis based, work [18].
Sometimes it is not the agreement which is the problem, but the lack of an
agreement. Information systems cooperation between different actors in the
public sector is becoming more common, but is often not regulated in
agreements. This means that it is not possible to establish accountability
through legal process if something should go wrong. The Swedish Civil
Contingencies Agency has stated that we must investigate how public sector
actors can be allowed to enter into agreements, similar in function to
commercial ones, with each other [18]. In its 2009 review of collaboration
between agencies in IT investments, the Swedish National Audit Office drew
attention to deficiencies in legislation on registers governing agencies'
information management, partly due to outdated regulations and incomplete
definitions [19]. Given the quick developments in IT investments and
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collaboration, there is a substantial risk that the conclusions of the Swedish
National Audit Office are still equally relevant today.

3.3 From preventive protection to continuous
monitoring
The sheer number of connected devices creates complexity in itself: Cisco
predicts that in 2020 there will be 50 billion devices connected to the internet
[20]. This is mainly a positive development that streamlines old activities and
enables completely new ones: a doctor can monitor patients remotely,
household appliances can save power and inexpensive sensors can monitor
environmental changes. At the same time, it means that there will be new ways
to carry out attacks. What applies to mobile phones and tablets increasingly
also applies to washing machines, refrigerators, video conferencing systems,
automation in buildings and medical technology.
All connected and poorly protected devices can come under attack by various
methods [21]. These could be denial-of-service attacks, either on other
connected devices or traditional IT infrastructure such as routers and internet
servers. They could also be about accessing sensitive information. Another
threat is damage with unpredictable consequences, such as an attack on the
frequency stability of the power grid by switching hacked household appliances
on and off.
Industrial information and control systems, so-called SCADA systems
(Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition), are often constructed using
standard components and it is increasingly common that PC platforms and
communications solutions are built on standard protocols (TCP/IP). The result
is that IT components are increasingly used in more functions, increasing the
number of communication channels, and thus attack vectors, in industrial
information and control systems [22].
It is also difficult to install anti-virus software: real-time-critical control
systems in the SCADA world cannot risk a sudden loss of performance or a
reboot when the anti-virus software does something, and a one dollar sensor in
the "internet of things" cannot be equipped with for tens of dollars’ worth of
protection. Large companies in network and data communications have now
reached the conclusion that the time when security could be managed in every
device is now over [23]. This development puts increasing demands on
continuous monitoring of networks and situation awareness in complex
architectures [24].
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4. Privacy, the information
explosion and security
•

•
•

Questions of privacy become all the more relevant when
greater amounts and more types of data become available in
modern society.
The increased sharing of information means increased
uncertainty about who owns data.
Rapid technological development makes statutes and
regulations on the electronic exchange of information
between government agencies obsolete, making both
desirable systems integration and the protection of privacy
more difficult.

The amount of electronic data is growing exponentially in modern society. In
2013 it was reported that 90% of all data in the world had been created in the
last two years [25] and the trend has accelerated. A major source of data is
user-generated content in the form of pictures, videos, status updates and blogs
posted on the internet. As the resolution of cameras improves and algorithms
become better at identifying people and patterns, surveillance cameras will
generate more and more information and human guards become increasingly
rare. This information explosion has put privacy on the agenda and resulted in
much discussion about who owns the data and how it is used.

4.1 Privacy on the agenda
In July 2012, the Government gave the Swedish Agency for Innovation the
commission of developing oppnadata.se, a technical platform for the
dissemination of open data. The central idea was simplifying the everyday lives
of individuals and entrepreneurs and the efficiency of the public sector through
e-services [26]. In February 2014, the government committee of inquiry on PSI
(Public Sector Information) presented its final report on how the European PSI
Directive, setting minimum rules for the re-use of documents owned by public
agencies, would be implemented in Swedish law [27]. Among other things, it
proposed measures that would make it easier to use government information to
develop new services and products. The study noted, though, that the increased
digitization and dissemination of information could entail a risk of undue
invasion of privacy. In particular, it expressed concern over the possibility of
requesting large amounts of public documents on paper and then scanning
them into a machine readable format. All of this suggests that privacy issues
will only become more pressing as more types of data become available.
The Swedish debate about the use and abuse of public documents took off in
2014 in connection with the events surrounding Lexbase, an internet service for
queries about people who have been heard in Swedish courts. Not only did the
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the misleading presentation of the Lexbase contents lead to intense criticism,
but the service is also an example of how poorly planned IT solutions can cause
unforeseen consequences. Since anyone who was a paying customer could
request any information, shortly after its introduction the entire database complete with personal information - was posted online, with dire
consequences for people's privacy and for the company's business model.

4.2 Uncertainty about who owns data
In the wake of the data explosion, there is increased uncertainty about the
ownership of data. This applies both to private individuals' ownership of their
information and to uncertainties in contractual relationships between
companies or government agencies. What constitutes legitimate use, legally
and morally, of the vast amounts of data in today's society are topics
increasingly being discussed.
In many countries, public information from the authorities is made available
on internet, usually with interfaces that are intended to facilitate automatic
reading and processing. There is also a market on which government agencies
sell data about individuals. One example of this is the Swedish Tax Agency's
database, SPAR. A new market has also emerged as companies buy information
directly from individuals about what they do on their computers, tablets and
smartphones for a monthly payment. Thus, individuals are able to make money
from their own data. The market value is due to the high data quality of
professionally and voluntarily collected data, but also because traditional
banner ads now have less than a 0.01% chance of being clicked. The possibility
of smarter marketing makes high quality information about consumer
behaviour valuable throughout the marketing value chain [28].

4.3 Transparency and protection of
information in public administration
It is a major challenge in the Swedish public administration for all actors to
maintain transparency under the Principle of Public Access, as well as
protection of privacy under the Personal Data Act. Unfortunately, compromise
solutions risk leading to shortcomings in both areas. The long lifespans of both
information and information systems do not make it any easier. Technical
solutions must work for many years into an uncertain future. There are strong
technical and organisational incentives for integrating systems between
agencies, but management instruments and regulations for the public sector do
not always keep up.
One example of the problem is that the Patient Data Act's provisions regarding
confidentiality differ depending on whether the information is exchanged
between different care providers or within the same care provider, which has
been pointed out by the National Audit Office[29]. In a review of electronic
data exchange between different agencies, it was also noted that the rules usually a combination of the Public Access to Information and Secrecy Act, the
Personal Data Act and legislation on the matters concerned - have a complex
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structure. All this means that agencies find it difficult to know what
information may be exchanged and how electronic exchange of information
may take place [30].
In June 2014, the eGovernment Delegation suggested a number of changes in
secrecy legislation, partly to facilitate cooperation between agencies and partly
to provide better service and protection for those who use e-services. If an
agency is going to outsource IT operations to another agency, the same secrecy
must apply on both the providing and procuring sides. To avoid any gaps in
secrecy, a regulation is proposed for the transfer of applicable secrecy [31].
From a security perspective, it is worth noting that it is very difficult to predict
how information made available from different sources can be combined and
what conclusions can be drawn. Research shows, for example, that US social
security numbers can be predicted from publicly available data, even though
the numbers are intended to be private [32]. New research also shows that it is
surprisingly easy to single out individuals, even in databases where personal
information has been removed or modified with the aim of anonymisation [33].
In the large data sets that are available today, one cannot ignore the risk that
someone could find and exploit a specific organisation's important data, or at
least find a way into them.
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5. The geopolitical dimension of
information security
•

•
•

Information operations where internet-based propaganda is
combined with diplomacy, lies, media gambits and traditional
military activities have become commonplace in armed conflicts.
Cyber espionage and cyber sabotage are part of the "security policy
toolbox" in an increasing number of countries.
Increased opportunities for free and uncontrollable communication
via the internet has resulted in backlashes in many states, with
attempts to isolate their national networks from the internet.

In 2013, Freedom House, a US non-governmental organisation that has
measured and promoted democracy in the world since 1941, concluded that
global internet freedom had declined for three consecutive years. According to
the report, out of 60 countries surveyed, freedom had declined in 34 countries
and increased in 16 [34]. Blocking and filtering of unwanted political and social
content is on the rise, particularly in authoritarian countries like China, Iran
and Saudi Arabia, but also in democracies like South Korea.
This negative trend is partly at odds with the positive image of the internet as a
force for freedom that was established in connection with the Arab Spring of
2011. While it was popular then to talk about "Twitter revolutions", the picture
is now more balanced. A review of the research literature shows that several
parallel trends coexist [35]: the new digital forums may indeed enable people to
exchange information and expose injustices, but they also offer new
opportunities for censorship and disinformation.

5.1 Information operations in armed conflicts
It is clear that the use of information operations in conflicts is here to stay. A
number of aspects of information warfare are described in a report from FOI,
the Swedish Defence Research Agency, on Russia's annexation of the Crimea
[36]. In February 2014 allegedly authentic e-mails were published suggesting
that the new Ukrainian leaders were ruled from the West, leaked by someone
calling themselves Anonymous Ukraine - a story that was amplified in Russiancontrolled media [37]. Russian authorities then ordered the blocking of proUkrainian groups on social networks in Russia [38]. In addition, prominent
Russian opposition figures such as Alexei Navalny and Garry Kasparov saw
their sites officially blocked by the Russian authorities [39]. Websites of
Ukrainian authorities and both pro-Russian and pro-Ukrainian newsrooms
were subjected to denial-of-service attacks of unknown origin [40]. The
Ukrainian Security Service reported intrusions by malicious code in the cell
phones of members of parliament [41] and the telecom operator Ukrtelecom
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announced at the beginning of the Crimean operation that fibre cables had
been cut and that uniformed personnel had taken over their hubs [42].
Most striking, however, was perhaps what may be perceived as coordination
between different methods of conducting information warfare: the message
from the Russian political leadership, its diplomatic missions and Russian
state-controlled international media such as RT (formerly Russia Today) were
probably supported through leaked telephone calls from American [43] and
Estonian [44] diplomats. The intercepted diplomatic discussions suggest that
advanced signals intelligence was used to obtain media impact that spread
doubt and uncertainty in the West. This information was spread on social
media and was subsequently picked up by traditional media.
Information operations complemented traditional military operations and were
an important factor in the Russian success in the Crimea operation, says FOI
[36]. A similar assessment is made by the Norwegian Defence Research
Establishment: Russian cyber attacks on major Ukrainian communication
channels aimed to control the communications of selected target groups, and as
communications from Crimea were cut off from the outside world, there was a
massive information campaign against the West to get across the message that
Russia's actions were legitimate [45]. Similar examples can be found in other
modern conflicts. The Islamic State (IS), which operates in Syria and Iraq,
skilfully used the modern media landscape throughout their offensive in the
summer of 2014 to spread propaganda and intimidate their opponents.
Although in both cases it is naturally unclear which side is behind what acts
and what is done by state actors as opposed to individual volunteers, it is
equally clear that modern warfare takes place in both the physical environment
and the information environment. Tanks and troop movements are still pieces
of the puzzle, but so are malware and propaganda in the form of "Twitter bots".
Although there is a clear trend toward the use of IT in general and different
types of cyber attacks in particular in modern conflicts, this does not mean that
they are always effective. Researcher Emilio Iasiello has investigated some of
the most high profile cases in recent years and is sceptical: In its cyber attacks
against Estonia in 2007, Russia tried to influence the country and it certainly
created a lot of attention. But the bronze statue was still moved, and Estonia
brought up the cyber issues in NATO and remains solidly west-oriented. If the
US or Israel tried to derail Iran's nuclear program through Stuxnet, they
certainly managed to create some problems in the short term. But in the longer
term, it is not at all certain that Iran's capability or desire to become a nuclear
power was affected [46]. What is clear is that there are many resourceful
players who try to exploit vulnerabilities in IT systems and procedures to gain
advantages. There are also hidden statistics: the most skilled cyber attacks have
probably never been revealed, and so their effects cannot be openly evaluated.
It is important to be aware that there are advanced threats that affect many
parts of society.
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5.2 Cyber espionage and cyber sabotage
Issues of cyber espionage are also gaining ground in the diplomatic arena. The
US decision to prosecute Chinese cyber spies in the spring of 2014 is an
example of how a legal mechanism that will probably never lead to any
sentence is used to send a diplomatic message. Larger consequences probably
result from American import barriers on for example Huawei, and the resulting
Chinese ban on Apple products issued by the authorities in August 2014. The
rationale for such measures is a fear that trade secrets are being stolen,
undermining national competitiveness. However, while it is easy to assess the
effects of political negotiating positions or military plans being stolen - this
damage is done as soon as they end up with someone else - the impact on
competitiveness and economy are difficult to assess. Here you have to take into
account both the information that was stolen and the thief's ability to put the
stolen goods into commercially viable products.
Another threat that plays a role both for intergovernmental relations and for
individual companies is the implantation of vulnerabilities in hardware or
software from foreign suppliers. This creates the desire to buy domestically, at
least for the top-level military and civilian leadership. If this becomes a
common phenomenon, though, it may mean that all countries get inferior
products, because competition from abroad makes the domestic industry more
innovative and better at using technologies [47]. Technological lag and more
expensive IT is thus the price to pay for increased security against implanted
vulnerabilities – at least while domestic suppliers are not infiltrated. The same
dilemma applies on the service side: IT and telecom services purchased from
abroad may pose potential security risks, but research shows that free trade in
services leads to better growth in the long run [48].
This development poses new challenges for government agencies, security and
intelligence services and private companies.

5.3 The threat to the open internet
Freedom House, whose measurements are widely used in academic studies,
notes in its analysis of freedom on the internet in 2013 a trend towards more
cyber attacks on opposition movements: in 31 of the countries studied, the
authorities have apparently attacked social networks, tapped communications
and knocked out websites through the use of malware, among other methods.
The trend is also towards increased surveillance: two-thirds of the countries
studied increased the state's legal or technical ability to eavesdrop in 2013.
Another legal trend is for more responsibility to be put on intermediaries, such
as internet providers or platform owners, for content. The most extreme case is
China, where censorship is largely outsourced to newspaper offices and ISPs
who more or less manually sift through and delete tens of millions of messages
every year [49].
The status of the internet has also become a hot diplomatic issue. At a meeting
of the International Telecommunication Union, ITU, in Dubai in late 2012, the
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lines of conflict became clear between the US and the EU on the one side and
Russia and China on the other side. The latter wanted to see a future model for
internet governance in which the UN agency ITU would have a larger role which the former saw as a disguised way of allowing more censorship and
government control. The conflict was no surprise: For many years Russia has
tried to build international acceptance for its agenda on what is called
"international information security" [50]. In September 2011, Russia, China,
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan wrote a letter to UN Secretary General calling on
member states to work together to stop the spread of information that
undermines stability in other countries [51]. The Russian message is that all
countries face common challenges such as cybercrime, cyber terrorism and
cyber warfare and must therefore work together, preferably in the United
Nations. Areas such as freedom of expression online, where there are obvious
disagreements, are not mentioned.
However, at the large NETmundial Conference held in Brazil in April 2014,
with private sector, civil society and government participants from 97
countries, human rights and freedom of expression were adopted as
fundamental principles for the global internet policy. This was seen as a success
for the line supported by, inter alios, Sweden. However, an increasing number
of countries are trying to isolate their national networks from the rest of the
internet, a phenomenon called splinternet [52]. If this trend continues, we will
move towards a fragmented internet, where more and more people live in
information bubbles. It may affect not only diplomacy, advocacy and public
discourse, but also international companies and even cross-border online
crime, crime-as-a-service.
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6. Crime in the information
society
•

•
•

Today's IT-related organised crime generally has financial
incentives, and an internet-based criminal service sector, crime-as-aservice, has emerged in recent years.
The interaction between traditional and electronic crime is
increasing and is becoming increasingly complex.
Today's crime places new demands on the judicial system, not least
in terms of interaction with foreign police forces and private sector.

Today, virtually all crime has an IT component. The most obvious cases are
crimes which by their very nature require modern technology, such as
computer fraud and hacking [53]. But modern society's communication paths
are such that crimes like handling stolen goods, benefit fraud, credit card fraud
and false invoices have large IT components today, almost by definition.
Indeed, it is often the case of old crimes in a new guise.

6.1 A new internet-based criminal service
sector
Specialisation and division of labour also occur among criminals. Technological
developments have enabled the emergence of a criminal internet-based service
sector, crime-as-a-service. This means that criminals do not need to do
everything themselves, but can buy ready-made components and assemble
them for their own purposes. One example is web hosting that gives criminals
security, reliability and anonymity and rarely cooperates with police [54]. By
setting up these services in countries with weak or non-existent IT legislation, it
is extremely difficult to have the servers shut down or to track who is behind
operations [55].
Another example of financially-driven crime is malware-as-a-service:
complete solutions with malicious code that can be reused in different contexts.
These operations are becoming better at providing services similar to
commercial enterprises, such as customer support, continuous updates and
product development. Malware makes possible much of the crime against
information systems that we see today. The technical development of mobile
devices has made them more lucrative to attack and this threat has increased
dramatically in recent years. The banking sector is also very vulnerable:
criminals stealing login credentials or obtaining codes for two-way
authentication is becoming more common. There is also a trend where instead
of targeting bank customers through mass infections, the focus is on service
providers that store large amounts of customer information. By creating a
backdoor or placing a trojan at just a single such actor, large amounts of
personal data can be stolen and sold.
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So-called ransomware is malware that is installed on the victim's computer,
which then allows the criminal to encrypt the computer or parts of the material
on the computer. The criminal then demands that the victim pays money to
regain control of the computer, or the material that is encrypted. Cases of
ransomware have increased dramatically in Europe over the past two years.
The method is lucrative because it generates a lot of money with little risk of
prosecution. Digital currencies and prepaid debit cards have made it easier for
criminals to get away with the profits of their crimes. Ransomware attacks can
easily be orchestrated by criminals who lack special technical skills, and the
services are easy to buy online. The problem with this type of case is
complicated by the fact that the players and infrastructures are often abroad.
Sweden has not been hit as hard as many other parts of Europe, but there are
known cases in Sweden too. Ransomware can be obtained for both PCs and
mobile devices [56].
In 2014, anti-virus company McAfee estimated that the world annual cost of
cybercrime is around USD 445 billion, which included both the value of the
stolen information and the victims' costs for protection and recovery [57]. In
2013 a competitor, Symantec, estimated the cost at a more modest USD 113
billion, of which Swedish costs were reportedly USD 838 million [58]. As with
any crime statistics, there are many unreported cases. Not all companies
discover that they have been compromised, and those who do discover it do not
want to talk about it. One reason to remain silent is reputation and stock
market value: research shows that IT failures in companies affect the share
price negatively [59]. At the same time, security companies have an interest in
exaggerating the threat [60].
Unfortunately there are many easy targets for financially-driven cybercrime,
such as computers that have not been patched with the latest security updates.
A study of 1424 software vulnerabilities that hackers have written exploits for
showed that over 30% of the exploits had been written after the security update
had been released [61]. This clearly shows that relaxed patching routines result
in lucrative targets, and underlines the need to update and maintain systems.

6.2 The interplay between traditional and
electronic crime
One example of how traditional organised crime utilises modern technology
comes from the port of Antwerp, Belgium. In June 2011, two enterprise
networks in the port were infiltrated by Dutch hackers. Their clients were drug
traffickers from South America who had hidden cocaine and heroin alongside
legitimate goods in containers. By hacking the computers, they were able to
control the containers' arrival, location and security so that they could fetch
them before the rightful owners did. After two years, this was noticed by port
workers who saw containers disappear without any explanation. How much
drugs that passed the port in this way is not clear, but over two tonnes of
cocaine and heroin and more than a million euros were seized when the
operations was exposed. It is also worth noting that the first cyber attack, which
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sought to gain access to the system by sending malicious e-mails, failed. The
criminals then attacked the weakest link instead by physically breaking into the
offices to install equipment for interception and system manipulation [62].
This interaction between traditional and electronic crime places new demands
on the judicial system and its ability to investigate complex crimes.
A large part of the internet consists of pages and services that are not indexed
or accessible by conventional search engines. In these closed networks there is
a large marketplace for criminal goods and services, so-called dark markets.
Trade has increased significantly, particularly in drugs but also ID documents,
weapons, malware and documented child sexual abuse. Silk Road is an example
of such a marketplace that was closed by American authorities in October 2013.
Despite the fact that this closure was described as a breakthrough in the fight
against online drug sales, there are estimates that indicate current sales being
twice as large as in the heyday of Silk Road. In just two years Silk Road gained
200,000 registered users and achieved a turnover of one billion US dollars
during the period [63]. Drug dealers on the internet have evolved and today
you can order Bolivian fair trade cocaine or opium from non-violent producers.
In order to obstruct investigations and cover their tracks, much of the criminal
economy has traditionally been cash based. As other payment methods have
emerged for completely legal purposes, the criminal world has been quick to
catch on. One example is prepaid debit cards, where a sum is deposited on a
VISA card which can then be used for payments without it being possible to
trace who made the purchase or where the money originally came from.
Crypto-currencies, of which Bitcoin is the most well-known, have much the
same function. Bitcoin is a currency and an electronic payment system in one
and is popular among criminals for the same reason as cash - deals that are
done cannot be undone and are difficult to link to specific individuals. For
these reasons, bitcoin or other crypto-currencies are in principle the universal
method of payment in dark markets. Unfortunately, this gives new
technologies a bad reputation and hampers innovations: bitcoin also has great
potential in completely legitimate areas such as crowd funding, donations and
secure transactions [64]. Finding an effective method of regulating digital
currencies that make criminal use difficult without undermining the positive
effects is an important future challenge.

6.3 Modern crime poses new demands
Even though the law is the same in the physical and the electronic world,
people's behaviour is affected by different conditions. Unfortunately, it seems
that the threshold for threatening and insulting people anonymously on the
internet is lower compared to saying the same thing eye to eye. On top of this,
the technical circumstances of the investigation are more complicated when the
perpetrators can hide using anonymising services and when the platforms and
infrastructure used to spread the message are often abroad. Offences such as
threats and slander now include clear components of information security.
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Another crime that has grown into a major social problem in recent years is
identity theft. Once an identity has been hijacked, the perpetrator can quickly
take out a loan and buy products online. Both companies and individuals are
affected. It is common for identities to be hijacked and used to start a company,
which then commits crimes. One response to this is the proposal of a new penal
provision for identity intrusion put forward by the government committee of
inquiry on property protection (SOU 2013:85) in December 2013 [65]. It was
proposed that the offence should be punishable by a fine or imprisonment of up
to two years.
On 23 November 2001 Sweden signed the Council of Europe's Convention on
Cybercrime along with a number of other states (ETS no. 185), also called the
Budapest Convention. The purpose of the Convention, among other things, was
to harmonise legislation among convention states and facilitate international
cooperation. It recommended that the states should introduce the category of
crime serious hacking, which Sweden did on 1 July 2014. The offence results in
a minimum of six months and a maximum of six years imprisonment. In the
new law, attempted hacking and preparation for serious hacking are also
punishable. Sweden has not yet ratified the Convention, as there is an ongoing
review of the constitutional amendments needed for Sweden to comply with its
demands [66].
As IT-related crime is often international, there has been a need for
harmonisation, coordination and police support. For these reasons the EC3
(European Cybercrime Centre) was founded in 1 January 2013 at the European
Police Cooperation Agency, Europol. Against this background, a decision has
been made to create a similar national cybercrime centre in Sweden in
connection with the new police authority that was established on 1 January
2015. This is to manage cybercrime better and comply with the Cybercrime
Convention.
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7. The race to find the weakest
link
•

•

•

Software that identifies vulnerabilities and simple and inexpensive
technical tools for attacks have lowered the threshold and put tools
in the hands of more attackers. At the same time, the most advanced
attack tools are still hard currency, reserved for a select few.
Despite technical vulnerabilities, the weakest link is often the human
in the system, who can be fooled into downloading malware or
disclosing sensitive information.
Even though more and more organisations introduce regulations for
information security, the step from regulations to real security is a
long one.

Attackers are constantly searching for the weakest link. Technology, users,
organisations and regulations may all have potential weaknesses that can be
exploited. What gives the greatest effect varies over time and between different
contexts. An example of a recent area is apps for mobile phones and tablets devices that we always carry with us and that contain increasingly sensitive
information. Although the largest study of app-security so far did not find any
malware or vulnerabilities that could be used in the 1,100 most popular free
Android apps [67], new examples of vulnerabilities are continuously being
published. Examples include how camera functions can be abused [68] or how
the review in the Apple App Store can be bypassed [69]. You can never relax the race between attack and defence is constant.

7.1 Technology for attacks
Software for different kinds of attacks is becoming easier to obtain. Making an
unsophisticated attack thus no longer requires any great skills and the
threshold of attack is lowered. In Sweden, a number of denial-of-service attacks
against schools [70] and municipalities [71], [72] attracted much attention in
recent years, although the number of unreported cases makes the trend
difficult to assess. The occurrence of such relatively simple attacks is probably
due to the increased availability of tools. For the most advanced attack tools,
the situation is different. Exclusive information about vulnerabilities in
sensitive systems command a high value. Attacks carried out with the help of
such information are kept well hidden and do not reach the headlines until long
afterwards, if ever.
Amplified denial-of-service attacks appear to have become more common and
several high-profile attacks have taken place in recent years [73]. Such attacks
use the addressing in the internet's domain name system (DNS), or similar
systems, in such a way that many third-party computers are tricked into
sending so much traffic to the victim that the system cannot handle it. A
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multiplier effect is thus achieved. In order to combat this threat, organisations
must begin to look through all their internet-exposed services more
systematically in search of vulnerabilities. Many services besides DNS have
these characteristics and they can be used for amplification.
Information on vulnerable and internet-connected computer systems is
becoming increasingly easy to find on the internet, lowering the threshold for
attacks. In 2013, researchers managed to map the whole internet (more
precisely, all the IPv4 address space) in less than an hour [74]. A scan like this
can find millions of vulnerable devices at lightning speed, and allows a hacker
to immediately take advantage of newly discovered vulnerabilities on a large
scale. A research project at Cambridge was looking for internet-connected
SCADA systems and found thousands, most without password protection and
many with known vulnerabilities [75]. It goes without saying that such
information is valuable to a hacker. Advanced hackers have long been able to
gather such information on their own, of course, but the existence of compiled
pages on the internet lowers the threshold for opportunists who are looking for
easy targets. Other parties' saved scan results also make it possible to study
targets without sending any traffic to them.

7.2 The user is often the weakest link
Technical vulnerabilities are often not the weakest link, however. That is the
user - the human factor in the system. Behavioural research shows that we are
very willing to share our personal data on the web [76]. Such information can
be used for attacks in at least two ways. Firstly, many services still use personal
questions to reset forgotten passwords. In a world of open data and plenty of
personal information on the internet, a hacker can easily use such information
to get past password protection. Secondly, the possibilities of manipulation
(social engineering) are made easier.
A classic example of social engineering is phishing e-mail – tricking the victim
into doing something harmful under false pretences. Even if it is an old method
of attack, it is constantly developed and has become more popular since client
security has generally improved. According to the security company Symantec,
there was a clear change in phishers' modus operandi in 2013 compared with
the previous year; while the number of recipients and the number of letters
sent in each campaign was smaller, the time window during which each
attempt was made was extended from a few days to a week [77]. This was
probably a conscious strategy to reduce the risk of detection.
When phishing uses a false but trustworthy looking sender and is aimed
specifically at the victim, it is called spear phishing. A Swedish experiment
shows that targeted phishing works better at deceiving users than non-targeted
phishing [78]. At the same time, the risk of detection increases; the nontargeted message was never reported to security staff, while the targeted
message was quickly reported. The researchers concluded that under certain
circumstances a hacker might avoid too targeted phishing, since it raises the
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risk of detection. It not possible to say in general terms whether targeted or
non-targeted phishing is more dangerous; it depends on the context.
Having a social life on the internet is normal for many people today. Many
choose to disclose personal information and click on links despite an awareness
of the risks, because the benefits are large. Risk behaviour varies between
generations, making it difficult to isolate a single trend in this area. A Dutch
study has shown that older generations are more likely to accept unknown
persons that contact them on the internet, whereas younger people gave more
information at the same time as they more frequently used built-in security
settings [79]. Behavioural differences between users will probably need to be
taken into account when developing future security training.
The limited ability of people to memorise many different passwords is another
problem. Many websites require visitors to create their own personal accounts
with information stored by the provider. In order to protect such systems
against intrusion, there are often requirements for stronger passwords and
double authentication (such as security codes via text messages and another email address). But far from all services use such solutions, and the effect is that
information about users is stolen and sometimes even published.

7.3 Technology for defence and the
difficulties of creating security
Even defence mechanisms are automated and turned into products. According
to the consultancy company Gartner, the global market for firewall solutions
amounted to USD 8.7 billion in 2013, showing a growth of 9% compared to
2012 [80]. That is considerably larger than the market for the protection of
individual machines (endpoint protection) which in 2012 amounted to USD 2.8
billion - not significantly more than 2011 [81]. According to Microsoft,
approximately 75% of all of the world's computers had some form of real-time
monitoring security software that was constantly switched on in 2013 [82].
While protection tools are useful, it is also important to realise their
limitations. A quantitative study of vulnerability scanners (which are used to
find known vulnerabilities in operating systems and other software) showed
that scanners provided with the relevant credentials for the system found about
30-50% of the known vulnerabilities that were actually there [83].
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are used by many companies and
organisations, but they give a lot of false alarms if they are not properly
configured, so they require extensive manual work to be useful [84]. At the
same time, IDSs can be surprisingly good. It is easy to believe that a system
based on known attack signatures would not be able to detect new, unknown
attacks (zero days). However, new research shows that there are intrusion
detectors which can even detect some attacks that do not yet have a signature,
even though their effectiveness is clearly poorer than for known attacks [85].
The race between technology for attacks and technology for protection
continues.
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In Sweden the National Defence Radio Establishment develops a technical
detection and warning system (TDW) which is designed to detect advanced IT
attacks against critical systems in society. The system is supplied with
signatures obtained through signals intelligence, and is therefore subject to
secrecy in order to protect national security. The signatures give the system the
ability to detect IT attacks that cannot be detected using commercially provided
systems for the detection of malware. The information and experience
generated by a TDW can be used for effective protective measures.
Many organisations try to increase their security by introducing information
security regulations for users to follow. However, for the regulations to have a
positive impact on information security, they must be complied with. It is not
enough to have the documents. Scientific studies show that compliance with
security rules is a complex issue and that there is no simple way of ensuring the
impact of regulations [86]. Just as with other behaviour, the individual's
attitude, social norms and the inconvenience of regulations all play a large role.
In contrast, severe penalties for breaking the rules make very little difference.
One objective for information security to strive towards would be the flight
safety culture in the air force. Without shame or embarrassment, pilots
regularly report mistakes they have made and in doing so, they strengthen
future safety [87].
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8. Robust information systems
and business continuity
•
•

•

In modern society, the consequences of information systems outages
are becoming greater and more difficult to grasp.
Risk management and continuity planning are becoming
increasingly important in order to achieve robust information
systems, as is proper understanding of the increasingly complex
dependence of business operations on IT.
The market for cyber insurance is in its infancy, but will grow in the
future.

Technology has made possible many obvious benefits: automation of manual
work, economies of scale in information management and the reduction of
transaction costs for companies and consumers. At the same time, our
increased dependence on functioning technology means that the impact - both
monetary and non-monetary - of outages is increasingly large and difficult to
grasp.

8.1

Downtime with unexpected consequences

It is easy to underestimate non-antagonistic threats - those that do not come
from an outside attacker but from our own shortcomings, short-sightedness or
negligence. The Encyclopaedia of Information Assurance [88] aptly notes that
“Business resumption and disaster recovery planning is probably the part of
information security that is easiest to overlook and postpone”. This attitude can
quickly backfire. When an actor with many customers experiences outages, the
consequences can be severe and unexpected in many different places at the
same time. One such example was when the IT company Evry had problems on
New Year's Eve 2013, resulting in data availability problems in several
completely different sectors of society.
Even though antagonistic threats are more exciting, everyday quality assurance
work must not be underestimated. Bugs in software and hardware, quality
defects in software development and missing or careless procedures in software
updates can create major problems, as the Swedish Social Insurance Agency
found out after a firmware bug in a switch caused a crash in September 2014
[89].
One problem with paying too little attention to ordinary downtime is that this
in itself may open for antagonistic attacks. A smart hacker who wants to affect
an enterprise IT system may very well disguise attacks as intermittent
downtime. If the victim does not have procedures for checking the cause of
each downtime incident and just re-starts the system, the attack may go
undetected. The hacker can then introduce problems and disruptions
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repeatedly over a long period of time, without having to find a new attack
vector. A study based on data from the security company Symantec shows that
it can take years before malware is detected [90]. In August 2014, a study by
KPMG gained a great deal of attention when it was found that of the 14 Swedish
companies and government agencies investigated, 13 were infiltrated by
malware that was in contact with a hacker's control server somewhere else in
the world. Information was sent out from 11 of the organisations - secrets of
one sort or another - to the hacker [91]. The relatively small group selected
makes the results difficult to assess, but a similar study carried out by KPMG in
Finland gave comparable results.

8.2 Risk management and business
continuity planning are becoming
increasingly important
Not enough organisations realise how their strategies and agreements affect
recovery time after unplanned downtime. The first step towards more mature
risk and incident response is to understand the operations and their need for
continuity and availability. A company whose income depends on the
availability of a credit card payment system would rather have many short
outages than a single long one. After a brief interruption, a customer can insert
the card again and no damage is done - but if a long outage occurs just before
Christmas it could wipe out a large part of the profit for that year. An industrial
process such as a steel or paper mill would rather have a single long
interruption than many short ones. Each interruption means a stop in a large
physical process, including the logistics supply chain, with considerable costs
for recovery and restart [92].
Unfortunately, maturity in incident response is still low in many enterprises. A
study by the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency confirms the picture: in a
survey of 334 Swedish government agencies, it turned out that 65% had no
continuity plan [93]. Of the 35% that actually had a plan, only 36% had
exercised putting the plan into effect [93]. The use of standards such as the
Information Technology Infrastructure Library, ITIL, or the International
Organization for Standardization, ISO's standard for business continuity
management contributes to increasing maturity, but standards do not take
effect until they are implemented - which can take time, given the long lifecycles of many ERP systems.
Perhaps management groups have a greater appetite for risk than those
responsible for continuity. Who is right? This puts the spotlight on a very
crucial aspect: it is difficult to manage risks rationally without having an
overview of your organisation's IT dependence. A development has taken place
in recent years, moving from a situation with vertical solutions (separate
payroll system, separate sales system) to an increasingly integrated IT
landscape, where ERP systems are linked with each other, both within and
outside the company. Controlling and optimising logistics chains across
multiple suppliers with the help of integrated IT is standard in many industries
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today [94]. Even if this increases efficiency and enables completely new
business concepts, it has also led to many large companies not knowing how
many IT systems they have, how they are interconnected or exactly how they
support operations. The trend towards outsourcing operations or services to
third-party providers in the cloud that are only controlled via contracts (service
level agreements, SLAs) makes it even more difficult to manage risks
effectively and correctly. Since it may be difficult to act rationally when signing
contracts [15], this requires good procurement skills.
Risk management is increasingly being recognised as a way of strengthening
information security in organisations. Nevertheless, far too many organisations
still make no risk assessments of their dependence on information for
operations in advance, and can only improvise when something unexpected
happens. In a survey answered by 334 Swedish government agencies it turned
out that 59% did not use risk analysis to support continuity planning [93].
Around 40% of the agencies had no rules for what to include in risk analyses or
who should initiate them [93]. Reversing this trend will take time and requires
work on several fronts. The Confederation of Swedish Enterprise guide
"Security in the acquisition and development of systems," which argues that
information security is determined early in the life-cycle, in procurement and
development, is one example [95]. It is important to specify in the contract who
is responsible for what throughout the whole life-cycle. Similar advice is found
in the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency's "Guide to information security in
procurement" [96].

8.3 Costs for IT-related incidents and the
importance of financial incentives
There is no reliable compilation of the total costs of unavailable IT systems in
Sweden. A study carried out by the Swedish Social Insurance Inspectorate
estimates that the cost of non-productive time due to faults and downtime was
SEK 19 million for the Swedish Social Insurance Agency and SEK 1.7 million for
the Swedish Pensions Agency in 2012 [97]. In commercial activities costs may
be much larger. In conjunction with the Stockholm Stock Exchange outage in
June 2008, Dagens Industri newspaper reported that "billion-kronor deals
were lost" [98] and according to Computer Sweden, Axfoods' costs during a
four-hour long cable break that stopped credit card payments amounted to SEK
4.25 million per hour [99]. Often, though, no cost estimates are made even for
events receiving widespread media attention such as the Tieto incident in
November 2011. The difficulty of making estimates is also a symptom of a
deeper problem: most companies and businesses do not know how vulnerable
they are, they do not know what downtime may cost when they do their risk
management and they even find it difficult to calculate the cost of the
downtime after it occurred.
Economic incentives are an important factor in risk management. For example,
companies acting on competitive markets appear to be more proactive than
municipalities. One particular difficulty is that many public sector actors
interact with each other without formal contracts and would need to be able
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enter into agreements corresponding to commercial contracts [18]. Without
proper responsibilities established, they find it difficult to reach mature
incident management. In this area, commercial enterprises have an edge over
the public sector. Being at risk should also play a role: players who manage
valuable data and companies with sensitive industrial processes should be
more mature than others when it comes to risk management. All in all, these
factors will hopefully lead to a greater awareness over time, but there is a risk
that it will only happen after a number of serious incidents with large
consequences. In addition, general maturity in risk assessment, for example
with regard to financial risks, does not always lead to maturity in risk
assessments of information security.
One way to deal with the lack of risk assessments is by making a stronger link
between IT risk and financial risk, for example through more mature cyber
insurance policies. The cyber insurance market is expanding. At the end of 2011
it was estimated to be worth USD 750 million [100], while an estimate from
2014 indicates that it has grown to USD 2 billion [101]. The Swedish market is
still in its infancy, however. In the research literature it has been proposed that
major players, such as governments, could kick-start the cyber insurance
market by taking the first step and buying insurance themselves [102].
Insurance companies have a long history of producing risk profiles based on
data and setting premiums based on risk behaviour, which under certain
conditions can provide an incentive for policyholders to work on their own
security and in doing so increasing security for everyone else [103]. On a cyber
insurance market, insurance companies would be able to demand higher
premiums from actors without basic security in place. In this respect, insurance
policies can provide economic incentives for more organisations to learn from
others' mistakes rather than their own.
At the same time, it is important to remember that an insurance policy does not
replace the need for in-house security, just as fire insurance does not replace
the need for fire drills, smoke detectors and fire extinguishers. Cyber insurance
is an agreement, where the value of the information to be protected must be
matched to the content of the policy and the conditions for which
compensation is to be paid out.
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9. Concluding remarks
It is very difficult to describe the complex ongoing development in the area of
information security. The field is extremely wide, as this report recognises. It is
even more difficult to predict the future. Technological development is only one
of several factors. Human behaviour, global developments, new services and
individual events that receive attention and affect our behaviour are all
additional elements. The area is a complex jigsaw puzzle where the picture is
changing all the time. This report will hopefully help to increase awareness
about information security and the factors that may be important to take into
account in the future, in particular for decision-makers faced with information
security issues.
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